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The first edition, released in 1995, was lauded by seasoned practitioners and beginners alike. And

no wonder. While most of the early English-language books on feng shui were dauntingly mystical

or relied on complex calculations or culturally specific design practices, Feng Shui Made Easy took

a more holistic approach, clearly explaining the fundamentals while guiding readers on an inner

journey of understanding.Thoughtfully written and beautifully illustrated, the book is structured

around an â€œarchitecture of consciousnessâ€• that is really the inner landscape. The book explores

each â€œhouseâ€• of the baguaâ€”the chart representing oneâ€™s journey through life; relationships

with parents, loved ones, and community; creativity; spirituality; and connectedness to the source of

lifeâ€”and the symbolism of the corresponding I Ching trigram. Feng Shui Made Easy helps readers

discover the nature of these connections, as well as learn what obstructions must be removed to

change fixed patterns of behavior and restore balance, harmony, and inner peaceâ€”a process that,

when combined with external adjustments, results in increased success and lasting change in all

areas of life.This revised edition expands on the authorâ€™s intuitive approach with new sections on

health, childrenâ€™s environments, and ecological concerns and sustainable practices. The author

also corrects misconceptions about feng shui and uses fascinating case studies to share valuable

insights he gained from interactions with his clients and readers.
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I read this book over and over again. This is a book you can grow with as your understanding of



feng shui developes. The author warns that when you put cures into place, be prepared for changes

in your life, often within one phase of the moon.Well within two weeks, my sweetheart got a

promotion, and I recently have been introduced to some folks who will invest in ventures that I have

had planned for some time. My wind was in the toilet, and now that this is cured, our lives will never

be the same. I only have one book (so far) on Feng Shui. From reading the reviews on others, it

seems to be the right choice. Certanly if you plan to only have one book, this is it. I now see the

world all around me in a new and invisible way. I can see were engery will flow and were it will die.

In buildings, on peoples desks, in their homes. Sure enough, the prosporous have (by chance?)

good feng shui in place, and the mediocor and loosers do not.I can look at a house and tell you if

the ocupants are health or not. I can feel it just by looking around, it is that powerful. It is the map to

natures vibrations, and you can either flow with it, or swim up stream, its that simple. Well, you know

I'm sold on Feng Shui, because I can see the evidence. Through this book alone my life has

changed. Order it NOW. No I do not work for Amozon, infact i bought it else were! Go for it!

The more I work with feng shui, the more I realize that "inner" feng shui cannot be seen apart from

"outer" feng shui. Many people, however, don't consider inner feng shui in their work or their books;

I've seen very few that do. This is one of those that do, and I'm happy to recommend it.

My first copy of Feng Shui Made Easy has many highlighted areas, ink-written comments, and

folded pages to which I return to again and again. Each time, finding deep wisdom hidden within the

simplicity with which this book was written. Feng Shui Made Easy serves as an essential

foundational tool for anyone seeking an introduction to this fascinating subject and way of

understanding life and it's interdependent workings. I cannot recommend it highly enough --

Reading Feng Shui Made Easy was the best investment of time I made in my life. William spear has

woven the principles of Feng Shui with practical aspects of everyone's various areas of life. The

book teaches how to do self reflection analysis, prioritize the areas of weaknesses and gives us the

opportunity to experience self transformation with strong will power.Feng Shui Made easy unfolds

this mystical science in a layman's terminology, giving interesting case histories, illustrations,

diagrams and inspirational quotes from world known philosophers in the beginning of each chapter.

This book of traditional wisdom for modern living also includes various cures, the role of

intuition,and the placements in workplace as well as at home. Feng Shui in the body is explained

too, with emphasis on good diet and macrobiotic way for good health and longevity.A combination of



all above in one neat volume makes it a Feng Shui guide in a class of its own when compared to

other available books which are either too basic or totally Interior Design oriented coffe table

volumes.William spear's background in Feng Shui, natural architecture, health issues and his

numerous television and radio program appearances and seminars has made him one of the

world's leading teachers and Feng Shui Consultants in the west.I have benefitted from this book

immencely from its tranforming power, showing me how to live in harmony and balance whilst

allowing me to reconize the real values of our "being" in this ever changing universe.

William Spear has an immense talent for translating profound ancient eastern wisdom into a clear

and direct tool for modern life. His straightforward self-evaluation exercise is particularly eye

opening.Feng Shui Made Easy has made a large effect on my life. It promtped me into a dedicated

study of Feng Shui. With my Feng Shui eyes, I find that my environment is a constant mirror for my

inner life and growth.

Mr Spear writes the way "how to" writers should write - and rarely do! I thoroughly enjoyed being

educated - not something I often admit. Let it just be said that, after reading this, a lot of changes

took place in my home

I purchased Feng Shui Made Easy by William Spear because Karen Kingston, of whom I am an

avid fan, named this book as her preferred reference for gaining further understanding of feng shui. I

found this book to be excellent. In essence, both William Spear and Karen Kingston advocate that if

one gets started and cleans out all the clutter in one's home and/or workplace, keeping only what is

necessary to use and the items you love for any reason, and if one physically cleans one's home

and/or workplace, there will then most probably be a natural flow into more order, purpose and

effectiveness in one's life. I especially like the fact that William Spear is very aware of the

differences in cultures, family traditions and personalities and so encourages us to follow our

intuition, rather than any superstition, in the practice of feng shui in our home and/or workplace.
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